
What deck dreams are made of.
T R U N O R T H D E C K I N G . C O M



Located in Brantford, Ontario, our 

40+ years of experience and technical 

expertise in the recycled plastic 

industry has proudly made us the only 

Canadian manufacturer of composites.

This experience has led us to our 

proprietary rice hull capped product 

which is superior for durability and 

performance in the decking industry.

At TruNorth® Decking, we want every 

customer to feel excited and con昀椀dent 
from the day they order their new 

decking  to every day they step outside.

The TruNorth Decking Advantage
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Exceptional By Design

Since our entire manufacturing process 

is computer controlled and monitored, 

we know that every board we produce 

is produced to the highest quality 

standard possible.

All of our product certi昀椀cations are 
completed by an independent third 

party company, including the global 

leader, Intertek. We oversee and control 

production so that the shipment we 

send you is completed on time and 

with perfection. And with our 25-year 

product warranty, you can depend on 

your deck looking great year after year.

TruNorth in Ash Grey



To guarantee our remarkable decks, our products are 

tested in our industry leading quality assurance and 

product testing labs at both the recycling input and 

昀椀nal extrusion stages. With TruNorth’s advanced rice 

hull composite, you aren’t simply recycling, you are 

investing in a long lasting deck designed and built to 

save time, money, and the environment. What you get 

with TruNorth Decking:

Long lasting good looks - Wood grain 

appearance that won’t fade or stain
 

Lower lifetime ownership cost (start 

seeing payback in as little as 2 years)
 

Ultra low maintenance

(no painting, staining or sealing)
 

No slivers, revealing nails or screws

Dreams turned 
into reality.

We know that preserving our environment’s health 
is just as important to you as it is to us, which is 

why we have proudly developed a product that is 

comprised of 95% recycled material and established 

a production process that has reduced our oil 

consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.

With our rice hull composite decking, every 10 ft. 

x 16 ft. sized deck recovers 6,000 plastic water 

bottles from the land昀椀ll. Together, let’s leave the 
trees in the forest.

Our shared 
commitment

With TruNorth® Decking, your personal outdoor 

oasis is within reach. Relax somewhere inspired 

by your unique vision and TruNorth’s patented, 

environmentally responsible, and North 

American made composite decking.
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With design and simple installation in mind, 

building your dream deck has never been easier. 

TruNorth® Accuspan composite deck boards 

feature a dual-embossed grain and come in both 

grooved and square edge to provide complete 

昀氀exibility in your design. 

The grooved edge Accuspan deck boards are 

compatible with hidden Slide & Go® fasteners for 

main deck surfaces. The square edge Accuspan 

deck boards are perfect for using on trim, stair 

treads, feature boards, and picture framing 

patterns. They are also the decking you want for 

direct fastening on main surfaces.

Both decking pro昀椀les are certi昀椀ed to meet 
Canadian, International and USA building codes 

and feature our best 25-year warranty for stain 

and fade so that your deck stays beautiful longer.

TruNorth® Accuspan grooved edge 
deck boards are 5 1/8" x 1" and 

available in 12', 16' and 20' lengths.

TruNorth® Accuspan square edge 
deck boards are 5 1/8" x 1" and 
available in 16' and 20' lengths.
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Bordeaux

Tigerwood

TruNorth in Hazelwood



TruNorth® Accuspan grooved edge and square edge deck boards are both available in six bold 

and modern solid colours  as well as six variegated hues. A full suite of complementary square 

edge and fascia boards in matching colours are also available.

Twelve beautiful shades to choose from.

*Actual colours may vary slightly.

SOLID COLOURS

Mocha

Bordeaux

Caramel

Stone Grey

Brulee

Sand

VARIEGATED COLOURS

Ash Grey

Brazilian Cherry

Tigerwood

Amazon Grey

Tropical Walnut

Hazelwood
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TruNorth in Stone Grey



If you’re looking for a fresh deck and also looking to 
stick to a strict budget, Enviroboard decking is your best 

option. With the same superior quality, durability and 

wood grain features, TruNorth® Enviroboard is our most 

economical selection available.

Featuring a lighter weight pro昀椀le than Accuspan, 
Enviroboard uses less material without giving you less 

quality. Just because this is our most a昀昀ordable option 
doesn’t mean you sacri昀椀ce on value. In fact, we use 
the exact same formula and capping as our Accuspan 

decking, and TruNorth Enviroboard is backed by the 

same 25-year stain and fade warranty.

Just like our Accuspan product line, TruNorth Enviroboard 

grooved decking is compatible with Slide & Go® hidden 

fasteners for quick installation and certi昀椀cations that 
meet International and USA building codes.
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TruNorth in Amazon Grey and Tropical Walnut

TruNorth® Enviroboard 
grooved edge boards are  
5 1/8"  x 1" and available in 

12', 16' and 20' lengths.

Complementary TruNorth® 
Accuspan square edge deck 

boards in matching colours are 
5 1/8" x 1" and available in 

16' and 20' lengths.

Stone Grey

Amazon Grey



12’ Fascia Board

TruNorth® Enviroboard grooved edge deck boards are available in six bold and modern solid 

colours as well as six variegated hardwood hues. A full suite of complementary square edge and 

fascia boards in matching colours are available in the TruNorth Accuspan product line.

TRUNORTH Enviroboard comes in the same 
pallete of nuanced hues as our Accuspan line.

SOLID COLOURS VARIEGATED COLOURS

*Actual colours may vary slightly.

Mocha

Bordeaux

Caramel

Stone Grey

Brulee

Sand

Ash Grey

Brazilian Cherry

Tigerwood

Amazon Grey

Tropical Walnut

Hazelwood

Accessories

To masterfully 昀椀nish your deck, we provide a complete line of accessories 
to trim and complete any type of installation and design. Available in all 12 

colours.Our Slide & Go® fastening clip system allows for easy installation 

and these great bene昀椀ts:

Colour Matched Starborn 
Pro Plug® System

Slide & Go® 
Fastening Clips

• No visible screws

• Single boards can be removed, 

   昀氀ipped and adjusted if needed
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Complementary fascia boards in 
matching colours are 5/8" x 7 1/2" x 12′. 

Hazelwood

• Reinforced plastic that never rusts 

• Made to exactly 昀椀t our boards (not a 
   universal clip that 昀椀ts “just okay”)

Fascia installation is easy. 

Just pre-drill with the fascia 

tool and then drive the fascia 

screw, leaving space for 

expansion and contraction.



TruNorth Slide & Go® Fence is a horizontal fencing 

system that was speci昀椀cally designed to provide:

• The strength and endurance of aluminum

• The durability & low-maintenance of composite

• The warmth and privacy of a natural wood fence

We combine 3" square aluminum fence posts and two 

custom-designed, left and right aluminum “U” channels 

with our Enviroboard. The 9'4" long posts are set in 

concrete just like a wood fence post. Then we slide these 

easily down the channels which are attached to the 

aluminum fence posts. The 昀椀nished result is a residential 
yard fence that has virtually no maintenance, and a 

framework that will not warp, crack, lean, or rot.

The strength of aluminum and the warmth and look of wood. 

• 14 Enviroboards stacked together are 

required to create a 6' tall fence panel 

• Horizontal Slide & Go® fencing can be 

built in sections up to 6' wide 

• The boards are available in 12' lengths 

and, as such, can be cut to the exact 

length required after the posts are set  

• Self tapping and board screws are 

included with the post and U-channel sets 

• A horizontal cap rail can be added to 

the top or bottom of the panel for a 

clean, 昀椀nished look

How does the 
competition 
stack up?

VINYL PANELS

• Susceptible to algae, mold 
and mildew  

• Cold weather can make 
vinyl fence brittle and more 
prone to damage 

• Requires frequent cleaning 
to remove stains & mildew 

• Susceptible to fading 

• Look of vinyl is not as 
aesthetically pleasing

SLIDE & GO® PANELS

• Will not rot or mold 

• Exceptionally durable and built 
to withstand extreme weather 

• Colour does not fade 

• Eco-friendly rice husk formula 
made with 95% recycled 
materials 

• Wood grain 昀椀nish for 
the natural look of wood, 
without the maintenance

Slide & Go® Fence

8 Fencing simpli昀椀ed.
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ALUMINUM CHANNELS

for 6', 7' or 8' fence

These are the channels that get attached 

to the Slide & Go® aluminum posts to slide 

the TruNorth Enviroboards down into. The 

channels come in pairs and include self-

drilling screws and wood screws. Powder 

coated for outdoor use in all climates.

TruNorth® Enviroboards come in 12 authentic and natural looking colours. TruNorth 

Decking is also available in the same colours to complement our Slide & Go® fence.

Authentic and natural-looking colours.

SOLID COLOURS

Mocha

Bordeaux

Caramel

Stone Grey

Brulee

Sand

VARIEGATED COLOURS

Ash Grey

Brazilian Cherry

Tigerwood

Amazon Grey

Tropical Walnut

Hazelwood

*Actual colours may vary slightly.

POST WITH BASE PLATE

3" x 3" x 6'4"

Square aluminum post with base plate and post cap included. 

Accommodates a 6' high fence built on top of decking or 

concrete. 6" x 6" x 1⁄4" thick aluminum plate with 4" anchor 

holes welded to the bottom of this post. 

SLIDE & GO® GATE KIT

Make a gate in minutes!

• Includes: 2 hinges, latch, 

L-brackets, all hardware, 

and decorative straps

• Up to 60" wide

• Won’t sag
• Just add TruNorth Enviroboards

ALUMINUM POST AND CAP KIT

9', 10', or 12' 

Powder coated black aluminum post and cap kit for outdoor 

use in all climates. The Slide & Go® 
aluminum post and cap

kit combined with the channel kit, cap rail or gate kit 

provides a strong and long lasting framework 

for your fence. Simply tap the 3" x 3" 

aluminum post cap onto the top 

of the post with a rubber mallet.

ALUMINUM CAP RAIL

84" x 1.5" x 1.5"

For added appeal just attach the Slide & Go® cap rail to the top or 

bottom of the panel for a clean, 昀椀nished look. Fits snugly 

on the top or bottom of the panel. The cap rail can 

be cut to the exact width of the fence panel.

L I M I T E D  R E S I D E N T I A L

FADE & STAIN

WARRanty20YEAR

S L I D E  &  G O  F E N C E
®

9simpli昀椀ed.



L I M I T E D  R E S I D E N T I A L

FADE & STAIN

WARRanty25YEAR

You want the best, and we deliver 

the best. TruNorth® is the only 

company that o昀昀ers wood and 
wood 昀椀ller-free capped rice hull 
composite decking. Our rice hull 

昀椀ber composite is proven to resist 
water penetration which means 

your beautiful deck will not mold, 

rot, or swell. Since we encapsulate 

both sides, you have the comfort 

of knowing you can 昀氀ip the boards 
over in the future if you damage 

them. Our goal is to keep your 

outdoor escape looking great while 

being enjoyed by the whole family. 

Our proprietary capping helps keep 

Why TruNorth Decking?
your family safe from slips and 

slivers, prevent spilled liquids from 

leaving a permanent stain, reduces 

heat retention and minimizes fading 

from harsh weather.

We want to make sure that when 

you enjoy your deck outdoors, 

you also enjoy nature’s beauty. 
For this reason, we hold ourselves 

to the highest standard to reduce 

our use of natural resources, like 

oil, and produce less greenhouse 

gases. We are proud to produce 

a sustainable product that uses 

95% recycled materials.
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Reversible boards with 
capping on all four sides

Fade and stain resistant with 
25-Year Limited Warranty

More durable than other 
composite boards*

Heat blocking technology 
keeps deck cooler

Rice husk formula means no 
rotting or molding

Eco-friendly product made 
with 95% recycled materials

Never paint, stain or seal

TruNorth in Stone Grey

*Based on independent lab tests for
  abrasion and impact resistance



L I M I T E D  R E S I D E N T I A L

LIFETIME
WARRANTY +

               year
fADE & STAIN

WARRanty

25

Outdoor living re昀椀ned: 
Clubhouse Decking
When you set out to make the industry’s most remarkable 
outdoor living space, there’s only one place to 昀椀nd inspiration: 
the outdoors. By looking at colours and textures found in 

nature, and combining that with our passion for innovation 

and technology, Clubhouse® from TruNorth® Decking has 

been able to create decking that has the look of real wood, but 

none of the problems that come with it.

Advanced colour technology 
for longer-lasting good looks

Proprietary wood grain 
embossing technology

Engineered for strength with 
exclusive Korelite™ technology

Stays up to 30% cooler than 
other competing PVC brands

Extreme impact resistance 
rivals strength of hardwoods

Can be heated and bent 
without compromising

Low moisture absorption

Limited transferable Lifetime 
Performance Warranty
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Clubhouse in Brookstone

Keep your outdoor
escape looking great.



There’s a secret why Clubhouse® Decking shows 

so well at parties, get- togethers, and as an icon of 

neighbourhood envy. It’s in the way our deep, rich 
colour is infused into each timber and the exclusive 

random graining process we created to mimic nature 

in its organic genius. 

Clubhouse Decking is backed by a limited, transferable 

lifetime warranty and a 25-year fade and stain 

warranty for unprecedented peace of mind and 

unsurpassed assurance of beauty, year after year.

Clubhouse Decking is available in a colour palette of 

variegated hardwoods and contemporary solid hues. 

Our Hardwood colour collection was designed with a 

variation in colour and patterns to allow for the most 

realistic replication of true hardwood decking.

Incredible choice comes
with incredible beauty.
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Clubhouse in Walnut

Clubhouse’s dual-colour, 

dual-embossed boards 

enable multiple designs 

from the same board.

With six colours to choose from, the distinctive, 

variegated grains of our hardwood colours give you a 

truly unique, natural wood feel that’s all your own. The 
Earthtone colour collection o昀昀ers four stylish solid shades 
that o昀昀er the look of painted wood without the need for 
maintenance... a light cleaning is all that is needed.



Entertain in luxury.
Escape in supreme comfort.

Clubhouse® Decking showcases nature in a dramatic 

departure from ordinary planks and drab details. 

Clubhouse is the 昀椀rst of a new generation of PVC decking 
that incorporates advanced material science, world-class 

engineering, and patented performance manufacturing to 

produce a deck that is stunning in every kind of weather.

And Clubhouse is protected by an ingenious capstock 

technology that’s blended into a single-extrusion process 
for a stunning low-gloss, natural matte 昀椀nish that resists 
oxidation, clouding, fading and staining far beyond 

outmoded composite or plain PVC decking.
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Clubhouse in Walnut and Ipe 

Clubhouse in Cobblestone and Ironwood



Clubhouse® Decking is made with advanced colour technology 

that has been 昀椀eld tested and proven for more than 30 years to 
stand up to the harsh e昀昀ects of UV, rain and humidity.

Clubhouse PVC decking is made with Korelite™, our exclusive, 
proprietary technology that provides a dense cell structure for 

superior strength underfoot. Leveraging world-class, in-house 

materials, tooling, and manufacturing capabilities, Clubhouse 

is engineered with a higher density top and bottom - just like 

an I-beam. The 4-sided high-performance capstock and foam 

interior act like a stress skin panel providing unprecedented 

protection to the boards and your deck.
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World-Class Materials Science. 
Performance De昀椀ned.

Clubhouse in Ironwood

Driftwood

Brookstone



Clubhouse® Decking has no wood 

or wood 昀椀llers to warp, rot or 
break down. But it does have 

a proprietary formulation that 

produces a super-dense structure 

that is impervious to water and 

provides dramatic strength and 

protection against impact.

In our single-extrusion process, our 

PVC core and proprietary blend 
capstock become one. Both the 

cap and the core are made of like 

material, creating a stronger chemical 

bond during extrusion for incredible 

results and superior strength.

Innovation at work.
Genius at play.

In addition, the dense cell structure 

allows Clubhouse decking  to be 

heated and bent without bubbling 

up and compromising the wood 

grain texture that makes Clubhouse 

decking so eye-catching. 

In other words, with Clubhouse 

decking, you get beautiful, unique 

shapes that real wood just can’t 
o昀昀er. And we’re so con昀椀dent in our 
product’s bendability, we actually 
warrant it even after it’s been bent.
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Hickory

Ironwood

Clubhouse in Ipe, Mahogany and Walnut

Sandstone

Clubhouse® grooved and square 
edge deck boards are 1" x 5 1/2" 
and available in 12', 16' and 20' 

lengths.



Unprecedented protection against the 

damaging e昀昀ects of UV light, harsh 
weather, and extreme temperatures.
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Clubhouse in Clay
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HARDWOOD COLLECTION

*Actual colours may vary slightly.

Driftwood

Ironwood

Hickory

Mahogany

Ipe

Walnut

EARTHTONE COLLECTION

Brookstone

Cobblestone

Clay

Sandstone

Show your smarts in a deck that will outperform and outlast 

without losing its beautiful, natural good looks. Clubhouse® 

Ultra deck boards are 1" x 5 1/2" and are available in 12', 16', and 

20' lengths in both grooved and square edge.

Our proprietary 

embossing technology 

creates an authentic 

wood grain pattern 

that is unique on 

nearly every board.

Clubhouse® 

Ultra decking 

has undergone 

rigorous testing to 

be certi昀椀ed with 
a Class A Flame 

Spread Index and 

is able to withstand 

昀椀re for longer than 
any of the other 

classi昀椀cations.

Clubhouse in Walnut
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Complementary fascia boards are also available in matching colours. And with a Class A Flame Spread Index, you’ll 
have peace of mind knowing that your Clubhouse Ultra deck is protecting both you and your family as well as the planet.



Complementary fascia boards 
in matching colours are

1/2” x 12” x 12’.

Clubhouse Dexerdry®

Weather-diverting System

Colour Matched Screws 
and Cortex® Plugs

Clubhouse®

Biscuit Hidden
Fastener
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The Clubhouse fastening system includes the Clubhouse 

ConnectClip™ to leave deck surfaces completely unmarred 
and the seamless Clubhouse Cortex® plug for perimeter 

areas and stairs. In addition, the Clubhouse® Biscuit Hidden 

Fastener option acts like a tongue, simultaneously spacing 

the deck boards and holding them down.

Clubhouse
®

 Accessories

Details that make 
all the di昀昀erence.

Tiger Claw Pneumatic 
Installation Gun

Clubhouse
ConnectClip™

When you install high-quality PVC decking, you need 
a smart fastening system to show o昀昀 the 昀椀nished 
surface. Clubhouse® o昀昀ers an easy-to-install complete 
hidden fastening solution that’s engineered to work.

The ingenious Clubhouse fastening system is a hidden 

secret designed to show o昀昀 the beauty and elegant 
lines of premium Clubhouse Decking without any 

visible means of support.

Clubhouse ConnectClip™
With the Clubhouse ConnectClip™ system you get a fastener 
that goes down fast and leaves the deck surface unmarred.

• Ideal for main decking areas
• Two packaging options:

– 50 sq. ft. of individual hand driven screws
– 300 sq. ft. of collated pneumatic scrails, 
   for use with Tiger Claw pneumatic installation gun

Cortex® Hidden Fasteners
Perfect for stairs, perimeter boards and hard to reach 
areas, Cortex® plugs blend seamlessly.
 
• Made from colour matched Clubhouse stock
• Available in all 10 Clubhouse decking colours
• 100 lineal foot package

12’ Fascia Board

Clubhouse in Hickory

• Easy to install
• Easy to maintain

• Cost-e昀昀ective
• Made in USA with recycled materials

Our patented system creates a dry zone by preventing 
water and the elements from penetrating your deck surface.

Mahogany



Deep, rich colour is infused 
into each timber with a 

proprietary graining process 
that mimics nature’s genius.
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Clubhouse in Ipe and Walnut



High quality, low maintenance decking simpli昀椀ed.

2023

L I M I T E D  R E S I D E N T I A L

FADE & STAIN

WARRanty25YEAR

L I M I T E D  R E S I D E N T I A L

LIFETIME
WARRANTY +

               year
fADE & STAIN

WARRanty
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